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PhD Position F/M Efficient Training of Neural
Networks
Contract type : Fixed-term contract

Level of qualifications required : Graduate degree or equivalent

Fonction : PhD Position

About the research centre or Inria department
The Inria center at the University of Bordeaux is one of the nine Inria centers in France and has about
twenty research teams.. The Inria centre is a major and recognized player in the field of digital sciences. It
is at the heart of a rich R&D and innovation ecosystem: highly innovative SMEs, large industrial groups,
competitiveness clusters, research and higher education players, laboratories of excellence, technological
research institute...

Context
Scientific Research context

The unprecedented availability of data, computation, and algorithms has enabled a new era in AI, as
evidenced by breakthroughs like Transformers and LLMs, diffusion models, etc., leading to
groundbreaking applications such as ChatGPT, generative AI, and AI for scientific research. However, all
these applications share a common challenge: they keep getting bigger, which makes training models
harder. This can be a bottleneck for the advancement of science, both at industry scale and for smaller
research teams that may not have access to very large training infrastructure. While there already exists
a series of effective techniques (e.g., see the overview [2]), recent ones either still rely on manual
hyperparameter settings or lack automatic joint optimization of orthogonal approaches (e.g., pipelining
and advanced re-materialization).

 

Keywords

Efficient Deep Learning
Artificial Intelligence
High Performance Computing
Resource Optimization
Re-materialization and Offloading
Memory Optimization

Assignment
Work description

Concerning the training phase, one group of methods proposes advanced parallelization techniques,
such as model and pipelined parallelism, for which the members of Topal already contributed [1, 3, 4].
They are used to split models across devices. Another group of methods considers effective optimizers.
For example, ZeRO optimizer proposes optimizer state/gradients partitioning to reduce memory
footprint during the optimization step. Additionally, to reduce the required per-GPU memory allocation,
offloading and checkpointing (or re-materialization) techniques can be used. Offloading to CPU saves
memory at the price of an overhead on communications, while activation checkpointing recomputes
parts of the computational graph when applied, thus saving memory at the price of an overhead on
computations. All types of techniques can be combined to achieve better throughput. Recent papers
consider a combination of pipeline parallelism with activation checkpointing techniques [5, 6].

An important point is that algorithms with theoretically better time/memory complexity in practice
might provide fewer benefits as it could be expected from analytical derivations. The reason is the
overhead caused by specific hardware we use to train or execute neural networks. To make deep learning
algorithms efficient in real life it is important to combine software and hardware optimization when
creating new deep learning algorithms.

During the PhD we plan to propose novel approaches to improve efficiency
(memory/time/communication costs) of neural network training and inference. Particularly, by finding
best model execution schedule which allows using different types of techniques, including but not
limited to parallelisms, re-materialization, offloading, low-bit computations. Along with theoretical
contribution to the field, there will be developed software to automatically optimize the training and
inference of modern deep learning architectures. 
Potential applications will include, but not be limited to, computer vision, natural language processing,
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climate, etc.
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Main activities
Implement baselines
Develop new theoretical approaches
Write scientific papers
Develop software

Skills
Required Knowledge and background

- Good knowledge in Machine Learning and Deep Learning
- Basic knowledge in Linear algebra, Optimization, Probability Theory, Calculus
- Experience with Python, PyTorch, LaTeX, Linux, Git (will be a plus: Docker, Singularity, Slurm)

Benefits package
Subsidized meals
Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours)
+ possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
Possibility of teleworking and flexible organization of working hours
Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
Social, cultural and sports events and activities
Access to vocational training
Social security coverage

Remuneration
The gross monthly salary will be 2100€ the first year and 2190€ the second and third year.

General Information
Theme/Domain : Distributed and High Performance Computing 
Scientific computing (BAP E)
Town/city : Talence
Inria Center : Centre Inria de l'université de Bordeaux
Starting date : 2024-10-01
Duration of contract : 3 years
Deadline to apply : 2024-07-31

Contacts
Inria Team : TOPAL
PhD Supervisor : 
Gusak Yulia / yulia.gusak@inria.fr

About Inria

http://www.inria.fr/centre/bordeaux
https://www.inria.fr/equipes/TOPAL
mailto:yulia.gusak@inria.fr


Inria is the French national research institute dedicated to digital science and technology. It employs
2,600 people. Its 200 agile project teams, generally run jointly with academic partners, include more
than 3,500 scientists and engineers working to meet the challenges of digital technology, often at the
interface with other disciplines. The Institute also employs numerous talents in over forty different
professions. 900 research support staff contribute to the preparation and development of scientific and
entrepreneurial projects that have a worldwide impact.

The keys to success
Passionate about Deep Learning and High Performance Computing

Warning : you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications
must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is
not guaranteed.

Instruction to apply
If you are interested by this job, please could you apply on website jobs.inria with the following
documents :

-cv

-cover letter

Defence Security : 
This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating
to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST).Authorisation to enter an area is
granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree
of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated
in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

Recruitment Policy : 
As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.
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